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Design that lets nature 
take its course.

Eva Schildt’s vases are newcomers to our green series. Eva, 
however, has been part of our family for a long time. Her 
designs create space for nature. BonBon is inspired by the 
timeless shape of an amphora – and by beautifully wrapped 
treats, as the name reveals. The vases are hand-made using 

three-layer glass, one of the finest glass blowing techniques 
there is. Instead of simply spraying the wanted colour on 
the glass, three layers of different colour makes up the vase, 
which creates a luminous semi-opaqueness.



Product Information BonBon

BonBon is inspired by the timeless shape of the amphora and 
is made for a small bouquet or a single flower.

Measurements:  230x65 mm
Weight: 420 g
Colours: White, grey and clear.
Material: Mouth blown glass (white & grey 3 layers, opaque 
frosted).
Other information: Dishwasher safe. 

Price / clear: EUR 25.60 ex VAT
Price / white & grey: EUR 32.60 ex VAT 
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Eva Schildt

Growing up on an island in the Stockholm archipelago, the 
sea and the rugged island environment are constant com-
panions in Eva Schildt’s artistic practice. Since graduating 
in Furniture and Product Design from Beckmans College of 
Design, Stockholm, in 2001, Schildt has designed everything 
from furniture to textiles, packaging and trade fair showcas-
es. She also works as an interior architect.

The materials and techniques vary; sometimes it is about 
crafts, sometimes serial production. Inspired by nature, the 
design, which is often sculptural, has virtually always com-
prised elements of humour and multifunctionality. 

Design House Stockholm

Design House Stockholm is the publishing house for Scandi-
navian design. With timeless charisma and a level of quality 
that outlives fleeting trends, the collection represents the 
best of contemporary Scandinavian design. Just as a book 
publisher works with its authors, Design House Stockholm 
collaborates with a network comprising some 70 designers. 
Ideas evolve into products, which are sold via approximately 
800 retailers worldwide, including four wholly owned stores 
and two franchises. Design House Stockholm was founded 
in 1992 by Anders Färdig and is currently one of the leading 
brands in Scandinavian design.
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